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Abstract

Thothus unites CNFT (Cardano NFT) projects and

users in one scalable and decentralized CNFT

marketplace with staking, and minting protocol

within the Cardano ecosystem, governed by the

community.

Protocol fully redefines the meaning of the NFT.

Instead of assessing NFT price by lowest/highest

bids on auctions, one can make a smart contract

which asks for NFT “maintenance” or/and transfer

fee which would act similarly to royalties fee but

instead of going to the creator's wallet will be

kept in the vault.

Unique
Motivation
Platform
To create for crypto-gaming industry
its
own
dedicated
platform
that
will
Thothus protocol redefines the
combine
all
community
needs.
meaning of NFT and allows it to

become a secure smart
contract vault

To allow the crypto-gaming
community to swap, trade, and 

utilize their experience, tokens, and
NFT
assets.
Thothus is the first scalable CNFT

marketplace with integrated
autonomous minting and staking
protocol.
To provide the community with
information relevant to games and
their play-to-earn ranking free of 

bias towards the gaming industry.

Thothus is fully DAO governed
with intuitive UI that allows an
easy and quick enterance to
CNFT environment.

Motivation
Blockchain

Protocol utilizes smart contracts to execute its featured
operations using the superior Cardano blockchain.

Over the past decade, the nonfungible token
(NFT) space has continued to evolve to match
the development of the digital asset market.
The Thothus protocol powers the new wave of
flexible asset markets by providing a
foundational layer for instant CNFT
transactions within the Cardano blockchain.

Cardano remains an excellent blockchain
developed and established based on
proven evidential techniques and
thoroughly evaluated pool analysis. 

With this advantageous leverage on the
ability of Cardano, Thothus maintains a
primary objective of scaling digital assets
ownership practices.
This, Thothus will achieve via:


Optimum Security:

With the constantly heightening rates of cryptocurrencyrelated crimes, ensuring adequate security of users and
assets remains a priority. Cardano, as a lead proof-of-stake
platform, provides absolute and proven safety for its users.

Multiple layers:
Cardano imbibes several techniques to enhance
rapid transactions and increase scalability by
implementing settlement and computational
layers. Using Cardano, we are optimistic about
our attaining maturity, which will be the top
platform of choice for investors, gamers, and
digital asset platform users. Investors
acknowledge the likelihood of this platform
challenging the presumed status of monopoly in
the world of cryptocurrency.

Academic Backing:
Cardano is one of the few coins academicians
and well-known institutions worldwide utilize
and endorse. This adds to its value and increases
its stability.


Motivation
Motivation

Key Cardano benefits
on the
Development
Flexibility:
Thothus platform:
Cardano protocol is superior at empowering
users' ability to add their own rules to the
blockchain. This allows users to create their own
decentralized
applications
(dApps).
Thothus
Technological
Efficiency
utilizes the Plutus Application Backend (PAB)
which makes it easy for the Thothus developers
to make the decentralized application faster
since Plutus enables developers to concentrate
on the application's frontend and business logic.
Third-generation Blockchain:
ADA is developed to overcome challenges
encountered in using other crypto platforms.
Cardano is regarded as a better and more
dependable
digital
investment
in
comparison
to
Eco-Friendly
other cryptocurrency assets.

Cardano is one of the least energy demanding blockchains that
do
not
require
the
massive
amounts
that
PoW
networks
require.
As Cardano protocol remains under the nonThis
in
turn
helps
to
enhance
the
viability
of
Thothus
and
its
profit foundation section, it consistently delivers
efforts
to
maintain
its
efficiency
and
resource
requirements
as
it
a variety of advanced functionalities. We project
continues
to
scale
to
meet
the
growth
and
volume
that
will
be
that Cardano will be the future leading
demanded
by
the
users.
blockchain platform well above other

competitors.


Motivation
Features

Key Cardano benefits on the
Thothus platform:

Thothus web dApp is be developed using Node with Reacttypescript, Chakra UI library and will consist of 5 major parts:


Technological Efficiency
Dashboard
The Dashboard displays Cardano native assets and Wallet
balances (Eternl, C64, Gero, Yoroi, Nami, Cardwallet, Lode,
B58, Daedalus, Mantium, AdaLite, Flint, Nufi, Bynet,
GameChanger, Typhon).   
When a user logs in to the website, information about that
person is retrieved from the blockchain and stored in a
database for quick processing.
 
Price action is tracked using icons, links, and aggregated data
from exchanges, and portfolio upside/downside is calculated.   
NFTs are displayed
with images
Eco-Friendly
brief
descriptions
creator's addres
policy id
ownership information after information from the fetched
data has been loaded.


Additionally, provided analytics on floor price, average price,
asset traits, and asset strength data will be shown.   
By clicking on an asset, a new page with more information,
NFT's properties, offers to sell NFT on a buy now, auction, or
dutch auction basis, and the ability to track NFT origin opens.

CNFT
Minter
Key Cardano benefits on the
On of
Thothus dApp’s
called Minter, that allows you to enter
Thothus
platform:
details about NFT and digital creation through a

Motivation
Motivation

straightforward user interface. You can mint your NFT using
smart contract
through the client's wallet. 

1) Through
the
client’s
wallet 

Technological Efficiency
The minter tab will ask you for the asset name, IPFS upload
link, description, supplementary links, royalty or vault fees if
you do not want to alter the metadata and want to ensure
immutability. 

When users clicks upload button, than user is prompted to
pay the mint fee. The asset is encoded with the description,
optional attributes, and any media that has been posted to
the IPFS. The asset will appear on the user's dashboard and
wallet after the user has been reloaded. 

By choosing one, the user can create a collection of NFTs. In
addition to providing tools for producing original images
based on given attributes and visual representations of those
features, we also allow users to submit multiple NFTs. By
signing the signature through the wallet, the user ensures
that the same policy ID will be applied to several assets,
forming
an NFT collection.
Eco-Friendly
Upload image to IPFS

User uploads an image, enters a name
and traits, and cl aicks submit button
Data is valid
No

Show error message

Upload successful
Yes

Yes
No

Get parameters of the latest epoch
Create policy script

Create metadata object

Submit transaction to blockchain

Create transaction

Sing transaction

Minter
Key Cardano CNFT
benefits
on the
Thothus
platform:
2) Through
smart
contract 


Motivation

One feature of Cardano’s native NFT is that once it has been
created, its information cannot be changed. So it’s a good
strategy to ensure asset immutability, but there is currently
no way to accomplish it on the Cardano blockchain if you
wantTechnological
to generate NFTs with
developing metadata, which is
Efficiency
necessary if you want to build a metaverse game. There are
limitations as well; the original minter of the NFT must
destroy the old NFT with out-of-date metadata to successfully
mint a new NFT with updated information. We came up with
a fix for this problem. 

To better understand the idea, let's imagine that we are
creating a game similar to Pokemon where the Pokemon are
represented as NFTs. We must update the status of the
Pokemon's evolution as the battle progresses because, as is
well known, Pokemon can evolve if they win battles. The
Pokémon's NFT metadata must also be updated to reflect the
Evolution when the Evolution Threshold is reached. The
Pokémon's appearance or specific Cardano blockchain
features may also need to be changed. 

To accomplish this, we will follow the steps below: 

2.1. Eco-Friendly
The DApp makes it possible to collect NFTs for individual
or bulk consumption by using the CIP-20 or CIP-25 Cardano
standard mints. 

2.2. You have the option of buying it or minting it directly into
your wallet using a smart contract. 

2.3. You must have the NFT to participate. The gaming app
includes a wallet check feature that allows you to check your
NFT and see how many points you've earned by playing. You
could also transfer NFT to the game's smart contract,

which keeps track of ownership and metadata. 

Minter
Key Cardano CNFT
benefits
on the
Thothus
platform:
2) Through
smart
contract 


Motivation

2.4. You can start the remint process by executing a
transaction on the game's smart contract when the
metadata needs to be changed (or you already have). 

2.5. Technological
The original smart contract
granted permission for a reEfficiency
mint function to mint another NFT, check the policy id, burn
the previous one, and issue a new one with updated
metadata. 

2.6. The user can either keep the updated NFT in the smart
contract of the game or redeem it.

By leveraging our templates and infrastructure, GameFi and
Metaverse implementations on the Cardano blockchain can
be built more efficiently and securely.

Smart Contract

User
Send NFT to Smart
Contract

Submit NFT
update request

Eco-Friendly

Store user’s ownersgip of the NFT

Can NFT be
uptated?
Yes

No

Reject NFT
update request

Create a new NFT with
updated metadata

Burn old NFT
Send NFT
withdrawal request
User owns
requested NFT?
Send NFT to user

Yes

No
Reject NFT
withdrawal request

Motivation

Key Cardano benefits on the
Marketplace
Thothus platform:

A digital marketplace for buying and selling NFTs These
platforms enable users to store and display their NFTs, as well
as sell them to others in exchange for cryptocurrency or
money.


Technological Efficiency
A seller selects an asset and then one of the NFT selling
options from the dashboard. The Seller also decides on the
ADA (price), tags (art, unlockable, dogs, cats, etc.), and other
terms (lowest auction price, time). The wallet extension action
address signature is verified by the Seller. When a user cancels
a transaction, the NFT is transferred to the marketplace smart
contract and becomes withdrawable. 

The buyer can find NFTs by address, name, and tags using the
search box on the NFT listing board. Search results can be
filtered by selling type and current price.
Marketplace

NFT Seller

NFT Buyer

Eco-Friendly

Start NFT sale by setting initial
price, period, and royalty fee
Get NFT price
NFT price based on time
since the sale start
Send ADA to buy NFT
NFT
ADA for selling NFT
Send royalties

Royalty Receiver

Motivation

Marketplace
Key Cardano benefits on the
Thothus
platform:
When NFT is selected, a tab with the option to bid or make an

immediate purchase of an asset appears. As more data is
displayed, it is encoded. The user either clicks the buy button or
submits a bid. 


Before
releasing
the
NFT
from
the
smart
contract
and
Technological
Efficiency
reloading the user's dashboard so they can view the asset they
have in their wallet, the wallet extension asks for confirmation
after a transaction is complete.

The market smart contract reimburses the bidder for their
money in the event that an auction is a failure.

Smart Contract Vaults

dApp utilizes native NFT as the key to the smart contract lock
vault.


Due to low liquidity and doubtful evaluations as a result of
well-known
price
manipulations
during
the
auction
processes,
Eco-Friendly
one could argue that the current NFTs market is unhealthy. It
demonstrated instability in the bear market as well; users
tried to sell their NFTs, but nobody was willing to take the
chance of purchasing an asset at a discount.  

The NFT's definition was altered. A smart contract that
requests an NFT "maintenance" or/and transfer fee, which
functions similarly to a royalty fee but goes to the vault rather
than the creator's wallet, can be created in place of
determining the NFT price based on the lowest/highest bids
on auctions. The vault could be used to gather data as a DAO
around the NFT project.





Motivation

Key Cardano
benefits
on
the
Gamify
Smart
Maker
Thothus
platform:
We are providing systems for you to launch NFT project faster,

better and safer
NFT collection assembler - it will generate your NFT
metadata and pictures automatically from provided
options
of features and
their pixel
Technological
Efficiency
NFT DAO minter - let community mint your collection
according to growing demand and let it modify NFT
collection on the fly. First comers will mint NFT in the usual
way through your minter smart contract, however, we will
have 3 options
Keep NFT in their wallet
Trade it
Stake it inside of minter smart contract and receive
additional NFT from the same collection after:

a) fixed time, 

b) certain event.


Newly generated NFT later on can be staked again until total
supply is reached or traded. 

NFT Staking - you will be able to play or access services/
games by verifying your identity through NFT. 

Eco-Friendly
By signing a message with Cardano wallet

Sending your NFT to the smart contract which is connected to
the metaverse game, while playing the game(staking) you
can gain new features to your NFT and also unlock
achievements or get some reward tokens.

DAO voting system - we will provide a space for decentralized
discussions and democracy which you will shape in any form
you want. 

NFT breeder - you will be able to merge different NFT
collections and gamify them, or create wrapped versions of
NFTs from the different blockchains


Motivation
Security

Key Cardano benefits on the
Thothus platform:

Thothus places a highest value on the security of the
system and takes it very seriously. We understand the
complexity
of
the
protocol,
the
difficulties
in
deploying
a
Technological
Efficiency
bug-free application, and the responsibility that comes
with maintaining a protocol that adds value to people.  
As a result, we've placed in a significant amount of work to
ensure that top professionals analyze the system and that
every line of code is thoroughly scrutinized internally.


Governance

Thothus
is
fundamentally
managed
by
its
community,
Eco-Friendly
which will communicate through the platform's official
forum and, when appropriate, by voting on proposals
posted on the platform. The community will be able to
vote on major structural changes while the Thothus team
decides on smaller modifications that affect operations,
such as adjustments to Thothus farming pairs.


Road Map
Q3-Q4 2022

Litepaper release - Don
Thothus Alpha version
release - Done
Website release - Don
Seed Round Closing - Don
TOT token TGE - Done

Q3-Q4 2023
Final Thothus protocol &
marketplace launc
Massive marketing
campaign
Multiple Cardano &
Thothus community
event
Reaching TOP1 Cardano
ecosystem NFT
marketplaces by trading
volum
Community voting
program

Q1-Q2 2023

dApp development
conclusion & beta launc
Marketplace & minter beta
launch & bug huntin
Thothus lockable smart
contract vaults introduction
to the communit
Thothus introduction to
Cardano ecosystem
project
Partnerships & integration
Multiple Cardano & Thothus
community rewards &
incentive
TOT token ID
Whitepaper release

Q1-Q2 2024
Multichain solution
deploymen
Further development

$TOT TOkenomics
Distribution:

Distribution:

Seed round

Allocation:

1.50%

Distribution:

Token Amount:

1,425,000

Marketing

4,750,000

Allocation:

Price Per Token:

$0.15

-

Users Incentives
5.00%

8.00%

Distribution:

Private Round

Allocation:

Allocation:

Token Amount:

10.00%

Token Amount:

Price Per Token:

9,500,000

Price Per Token:

$0.20

Token Amount:

7,600,000

Distribution:

Public Round

Price Per Token:

-

Allocation:

2.50%

Token Amount:

2,375,000

Distribution:

Price Per Token:

Development

$0.25

Allocation:

25.00%

Token Amount:

23,750,000

Distribution:

Liquidity

Price Per Token:

-

Allocation:

26.00%

Token Amount:

24,700,000

Price Per Token:
Distribution:

Allocation:

Allocation:

Token Amount:

Token Amount:

Price Per Token:

Price Per Token:

Team

Treasury Reserves
10.00%

12.00%

9,500,000

11,400,000

-

Token name

TOT

-

Distribution:

-

Total Token Supply

95,000,000

Initial maket cap

$974,225

$TOT TOkenomics
S U P P LY

TOKENS

TGE & VESTING

Seed

1.50%

1,425,000

15% on TGE, Full payout in 10
months

Private

10.00%

9,500,000

15% on TGE, Full payout in 11
months

Public

2.50%

2,375,000

100% on TGE

Liquidity

26.00%

24,700,000

5 % on TGE

Marketing

8.00%

7,600,000

5 % on TGE

Team

12.00%

11,400,000

Locked for 6 months / after
10% every second month

Treasury Reserves

10.00%

9,500,000

Uncirculated

Users Incentives

5.00%

4,750,000

Locked for 5 months / after
10% every second month

Development

25.00%

23,750,000

Locked for 5 months / after
10% every second month

